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IMPORTANCE OF ....
The Gemara (Bava Kamma 60b) states that one should always
enter one’s destination "�
� ���" - while there is still daylight, and
one should depart, also when there is daylight. This is derived
from the words: ��� 	� 
��� ���� ��� 
��� �� ���
, encouraging
everyone to stay indoors overnight, and not leave the house until
morning. All the Meforshim explain that the advantages of travel
during daylight hours are to protect one from injury and from
being robbed. Tosafos notes that the Gemara mentioned ����

(entering) during daylight before concluding with ���
 (and
depart). Would not a person have to leave his house first before
being able to enter it ? The Rif suggests that the Gemara was
more interested in discouraging ���� after dark. We see from
Avrohom who arose and departed early, before daybreak, that on
occasion, where one embarks upon a Dvar Mitzvah, it is
permitted to depart while it is still dark, since the mitzvah will
protect him in any case. However, one should not therefore
presume that it is likewise permitted to return after dark. And
certainly, one should not depart the next day for a non-mitzvah
purpose until daybreak. In ��� �
� (445), the popular
expression: �
� ��� �����
 �
� ��� ����� �	� ���� - that one
should always begin with good and conclude with good, is
examined. The source for this expression is determined to be in
Koheles (3) which begins the list of events in the cycle of one’s
life with �
�� ��
 �	�� ��  - there is a time to be born (good) and
a time to die (bad). At the conclusion of the list, the Posuk says:
�
�� ��
 ���� �� - a time for war (bad) and a time for peace
(good). Why was the good placed after the bad, unlike the order
in the first Posuk ? Clearly, it was to establish that the need to end
with a �
� ��	 is just as important as beginning with one.

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
Which Tefilah is someone required to say only in Lashon
HaKodesh, and when ?

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:
(What does one do with a container with the letter �, �, 	, � or � on it ?)
The Mishna (Maaser Sheni 4:11) states that if one finds a
container with the letter � on it, he must assume that the contents
are Hekdesh, as the "�" stands for ����. In the same vein, "�"
stands for ��� ����, "	" stands for ���	, "�" stands for ��� and
"�" stands for �
��.

DIN’S CORNER:
It is permitted for a man to arrange with his son-in-law to
increase the amount of the Nedunya (dowry) for as long as the
son-in-law leaves the principal with the father-in-law. This is not
considered Ribis even though the additional money is given to
encourage the son-in-law to leave the money with him, because
the entire arrangement was made at the outset and there was no
pre-existing Chiyuv. The “extra” money is viewed as simply
additional dowry, payable on condition. (Kitzur 65:23)

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....
The Gemara (Avodah Zara 24a) quotes R' Eliezer who prohibits
a gentile’s animal for a Korban, for fear it was a ����. The
Gemara asks: how then did Moshe demand animals from
Pharaoh for Korbanos, to which the Gemara replies: it was
before Matan Torah. The Gemara persists, citing the incident
when the Aron HaKodesh was captured by the Pelishtim and was
sent back by them on a wagon led by 2 cows. When the residents
of Beit Shemesh beheld this miraculous return by 2 cows alone,
they brought those cows as Korbanos. Were they not Pelishti
animals ? The Gemara responds: This was a �� ���
 – an
exceptional ruling for that incident only. In light of the fact that
much of the Torah was kept even before Matan Torah, could /
should not the Gemara have answered �� ���
 for the use of
Pharaoh's animals, as well ? The Gemara (Horios 6a) also notes,
regarding the Korbanos Chatas offered by Ezra to atone for Bnei
Yisroel's Avodah Zara, that since they had sinned intentionally,
and a Korban Chatas only atones for Shogeg (unintentional), the
only rationale for the Chatas was - �� ���
. The ���� ���

asks, how could (even) a Navi permit a Chatas there, since
offering a Chatas where there is no Chiyuv constitutes ���� ���
�

and is �
��. As no one may introduce new proactive Halachos
(only added safeguards), how could such Korbanos be allowed ?
He answers, citing the Lechem Mishna, that Ezra offered up
unusual Korbanos, just as Moshe had offered ���
�� Korbanos
when the Mishkan was built, which were never offered again.
As such, the type of Korban can be validated by a �� ���


even where unwarranted - an inappropriate animal could not. The
��� � adds, since the Pelishti animals were the object of a ��, that
indicates they were not ����; Pharaoh’s however could have been.
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P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Sheli family. Due to
a trip to Eretz Yisroel, there will be no publication for the next 2 weeks.


